Have you requested time off in When2Work?

Requesting time off in W2W lets us know when you are leaving for the break. If you are a part of Greek Life, don't forget to request time off for recruitment events in January!
Happy Birthday

Kelly Shearin - 12/1
Catheryn McDowell - 12/5
Fehintola Agboola 12/7
Emily Howell - 12/12

Thomas Desrosiers - 12/13
Salasha Dixit - 12/14
Brianna Li - 12/23

EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH

Elsa Mueller
Major: Biology and Anthropology
Hometown: Tulsa, OK
It is high time to honor one of our longest standing employees - yay Elsa! Elsa is someone we can always count on with her talented eye for detail and thoughtful problem solving skills. From her humble beginnings on the extinct Sarratt Setup Team to Summer Staff and MOD, she has mastered it all!

Salsa Nurhidajat
Major: Political Science and Cinema & Media Arts
Hometown: Chattanooga, TN
Salsa has been an anchor on the Production Services team since she started in 2018. Salsa brings a calm and pleasant disposition to her technical work and she has made herself invaluable through her mastery of the ILENS film screenings. She is a diligent and dedicated worker that we are so lucky to have on our team!